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PLEASE JOIN US…
THE GRAND VISION

Open Content and OER

Reduce textbook cost as barrier to student success
Increase flexibility to improve course designs based on learning results
THE IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH

Learning outcome assessment
Mid-stream assessment
Learning activity data
Analyze & improve
Rubric scoring of deeper learning
Open content
Work product tied to rubric
Rubric scoring

EDUCUSE LEARNING INITIATIVE
SUCCESS OF KALEIDOSCOPE FACULTY

1. Creation of learning communities
2. Outcome-driven course design
3. Support for effective assessment

“Improvement in Post Secondary teaching will require converting teaching from a ‘solo sport’ to a community based open research activity.”

Herbert Simon

http://www.project-kaleidoscope.org/courses/
CHALLENGE 1 – WHAT THE BLEEP IS OPEN CONTENT?

Copyright

Copyright 2011 by The University of California Museum of Paleontology, Berkeley, and the Regents of the University of California. All materials appearing on the Understanding Science Web Server (UNDSCI.BERKELEY.EDU, UNDERSTANDINGSCIENCE.COM, UNDERSTANDINGSCIENCE.ORG) may not be reproduced or stored in a retrieval system without prior written permission of the publisher and in no case for profit.

Please contact understandingscience@berkeley.edu with requests for permission.
CHALLENGE 1 – WHAT THE BLEEP IS OPEN CONTENT?
CHALLENGE 1 – WHAT THE BLEEP IS OPEN CONTENT?

Creating a personal or group profile on the site to promote an educational or scientific enterprise is expressly approved.

Personal Registration. Although access to certain of this Site’s basic content is open to all users, whether registered or unregistered, in order to access some features of the Site… you will have to create a Nature Education account.

Use. Unless otherwise expressly stated…you may display, download, copy and print hard copy versions…of any materials contained on the site that is expressly designated as c Nature Education for your personal, noncommercial use.
CHALLENGE 2 – HOW ARE THE HUMANITIES DIFFICULT? LET ME COUNT THE WAYS

Body of Fact vs. Expression

Legitimate and real absence of OER

Process vs. Art

Cross-cutting nature of learning outcomes
CHALLENGE 3 – AVOIDING THE EDUCATIONAL OLIVE GARDEN

- Eliminate standardization driven by textbook publishers
- Understand and define balance between standardization and increased flexibility
- Create practical experiences
NEXT STEPS FOR KALEIDOSCOPE FACULTY

1. Creation of learning communities
2. Outcome-driven course design
3. Support for effective assessment

1. Cultivate and expand faculty communities
2. Evaluate assessment data for improvement opportunities
3. Increase support based on opportunities identified

http://www.project-kaleidoscope.org/courses/
MY WISHLIST

- Pervasive education and adoption of Creative Commons licenses across higher education
- Increased overlap between open content and digital humanities efforts
- Broader range of OER for community college general education courses
kim@thanospartners.com

http://www.project-kaleidoscope.org/
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